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For cruising sailors, the twin-
hulled catamaran ‘platform’ 
divides opinion at more 
marina and yacht club bars 

than almost any other topic among 
blue water cruising salts, young or old. 

The ‘level playing field’ of 
catamaran sailing is loved by the 
converts who appreciate the wide 
open space, speed and level cruising 
attitude of a catamaran; while being 
loathed by monohull purists for 
whom true sailing is all about heeling 
and heading high into the breeze, 
sailing in the groove, with fingertips 
tweaking the helm, trimming the sails 
to perfection.

While there’s plenty of choice 
out there in sailing brands with no 
shortage of different strokes for 
different blokes, when it comes 
to cruising, rather than racing, 
increasingly the catamaran is gaining 
the high ground in popularity over 
traditional monohulls. The all-new 
Hélia 44, meaning ‘ray of light’ or 
‘sunburst’ in Greek, from French 
catamaran specialists Fountaine 
Pajot, is (as its name suggests) set to 
brighten this long-running debate.

The Helia 44 presents a freshly 
sharp-edged, streamlined look with 
beautifully executed commonsense 
design features, which are clearly the 
product of an evolution in thinking 
about how cruising boats are best 
used, then seeking out and presenting 
almost precisely what cruising 
sailors could wish for in the perfect 
cruising vessel under sail. While 
this may seem an incredibly obvious 
statement, its really not everyday 
that such an innovative new boat 
arrives on the scene, and like a ray of 
sunshine this mid-size cruising cat 
really does set a new benchmark in 
cruising appeal for a bluewater sailing 
catamaran of its size on the world 
market today. 

According to Mark Elkington of 
Multihull Solutions, the Australian 
/ NZ distributor of Fountaine Pajot 
(among other leading catamaran 
brands), the new model is already 
proving popular, with 14 global orders 
(four of these from Australian buyers) 
having been taken since the June 
launch, and interest is continuing 
to soar since the new cat’s recent 
showing at the annual Festival de la 
Plaisance de Cannes (Cannes Boat 
show) during September. 

“It is the perfect balance of volume, 
comfort, safety and performance”, 
said Mark Elkington, having first 
sighted the new boat in Cannes. “The 
Owners Suite (layout) is outstanding, 
boasting a lot more natural light 

than its predecessor, king-sized 
semi-island bed with an even larger 
private ensuite featuring separate 
shower”, he continued. “The saloon, 
galley and entertaining cockpit flow 
effortlessly together for dining and 
socialising inside or out. The natural 
light created from the Helia’s new 
cabin top “sky lights” has been a 
great success; and the newly designed 
helm station is the best yet from the 
yard, making single-handed sailing 
a breeze. The whole boat just comes 
together with new sun lounge on 
the coach roof to create a complete 
family cruising offer”, enthused 
Elkington, and the storage in this 
model is outstanding, with more 
room than most 50+ footers. It’s the 
best all rounder I have seen from the 
Fountaine Pajot yard in 15 years”.

The Hélia 44 is the nineteenth 
model launched by Fountaine Pajot 
in its 30-year history and is the result 
of a successful collaboration between 
the yard and the Berret Racoupeau 
naval architects office. Impressive 
offshore sailing performance, 
optimal safety and ease of handling 
are at the forefront of the new design, 
but really in my opinion it has to be 
the breathtaking new features of this 
boat that will see this new design 
succeed in the cruising catamaran 
market. For these days it’s very much 
male and female, Mum and Dad, who 
jointly make a decision on the best 
boat for them as a cruising couple or 
family. And for a 44-footer this new 
model just screams style, space and 
comfort afloat.

Although the recently introduced 
Sanya 57 is the company’s largest 
new model, this smaller 44-footer 
carries on the similarly majestic lines 
of the flagship, with streamlined 
horizontal styling delivering a most 
appealing design to the eye. The 
many outstandingly practical and 
stylish design innovations of the 
larger cat, both inside and out, are 
carried through on the Hélia 44, 
which emulates the look and design 
principles of the 57, albeit in a more 
manageable size for the typical 
cruising family.

But it’s not all about looks with the 
Hélia 44, as the new boat delivers 
top performance under sail aided 
by a light displacement of only 10.8 
tonnes (unloaded), efficient hull form 
and a large 115m2 sailplan, featuring 
a 70m2 fully battened, square-
topped mainsail and 45m2 Genoa. A 
screecher, or Code Zero on a furler, 
could be another option for further 
downwind speed and excitement.

Sailing the Hélia 44’s is a pleasure 

sTyLE & sPAcE
The Helia 44 is a 

genuinely new 
design blending 
common sense 

practicality  
with pizzaz.
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from the protected, high-visibility 
helm station set to starboard, 
connecting directly to the aft cockpit 
below by a short flight of stairs. The 
bench at the helm station has been 
thoughtfully designed for three 
people to enjoy the sailing experience 
alongside the skipper, and with 
sailing controls close at hand, all 
maneuvers are controlled from there, 
with an easily accessible boom as 
well. An upper ‘flying lounge’ area 
on the saloon roof top, adjacent the 
helm, is another great idea, just as on 
the big 57.

What really stands out upon 
boarding the Hélia 44 is its 
particularly light-filled and spacious 
saloon and accommodation areas, 
even for a catamaran, and its 
appointments have been meticulously 
designed to offer the best of live-
aboard luxury for a mid-size cruising 
cat. New clerestory windows, above 
both the saloon and aft lounge 
deck, bathe the expansive interior 
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MoDeL  fountaine pajot hélia 44

navaL archItect Berret–racoupeau

BUILDer fountaine pajot

Length 13.30 m / 43.5 ft

BeaM  7.40 m / 24.3 ft

Draft  1.15 m / 3.80 ft 

DIspLaceMent  10.8 tonnes

saIL areas Mainsail: 70 m2 / 753.5 sq ft, genoa : 45 m2 / 484.4 sq ft 

engIne  2 x 40hp Diesel (larger optional)

fUeL capacIty  470 litres (approx.)

water capacIty 2 x 375 litres (approx.)

accoMMoDatIon standard layout: 4 double cabin doubles 
+ 4 ensuite bathrooms. owner’s suite version: 1 private suite  

+ 1 owner ensuite (starboard) / 2 cabins + 2 ensuite (port)

prIce aU$739,000 (subject to  currency exchange rate fluctuations) 

to eight depending on the choice of 
layout. There are two accommodation 
options in the hulls, with cabins 
accessed from the main saloon 
above, down short flights of stairs, 
port and starboard. Located off the 
passageways, the standard layout 
provides for four cabins (two fore 
and two aft) designed as peaceful, 
roomy retreats. They also enjoy 
excellent natural light and ventilation 
from opening ports both above and 
surrounding each cabin, with large 
windows affording surprisingly 
good views, so you don’t feel at all 
claustrophobic aboard, as you can on 
some cats. All cabins feature double 
beds and there are no less than four 
private ensuites aboard.

However, the winning layout for 
the Hélia 44 in my opinion, and 
bound to be an absolute sure thing for 
popularity with cruising couples, is the 
three-cabin “Owner’s Suite” layout. 
In this option, the entire starboard 
hull accommodation is dedicated to 

sUN LOVER
Inside and out, 
light bathes the 
new Helia 44.

living areas with natural light. 
The saloon includes a luxuriously 
fitted-out lounge area with a large 
sofa and coffee table (with a dining 
table available as optional extra). A 
forward-facing nav station (to port) 
with a comprehensive electronics 
suite is both practical and well 
designed for accessibility and views, 
and the boat can be navigated from 
here in inclement weather with the 
assistance of the autopilot. To the 
aft port side of the saloon is a large 
U-shaped, open-plan galley (the 
heart of the on-board entertainment 
areas) equipped with top-brand, 
home-sized appliances and a 
generous range of storage options 
(including under floor) for optimal 
extended cruising convenience. 

Integrating indoors and out, the 
galley opens directly on a single 
level to a luminous and airy teak-
laid lounge deck in the protected aft 
cockpit, accessed via a large slide-
away door, to create a comfortable 
50m2 entertaining space. Featuring 
a large built-in lounge suite and 
dining table seating eight, this deck 
is entertainer’s heaven, offering 
unobstructed 180-degree panoramic 
views and even featuring a chaise-
longue for relaxing away the day. In 
the evenings at anchor, integrated 
ceiling lights illuminate the deck for 
dining and cocktails, with an exterior 
bar fridge an optional extra.

The accommodation aboard the 
Hélia 44 is equally impressive for 
a mid-size catamaran, sleeping six 

the owners, with a large double bed 
aft, private lounge and desk/office 
amidships, and extra-large ensuite 
bathroom and laundry forward.

Given these environmentally 
conscious times, the Hélia 44 is 
designed as a “positive energy 
catamaran” as it comes with an 
Eco Cruising option developed by 
Fountaine Pajot. Features include a 
750-litre water tank and 190-litres 
of cold storage, 115 amp alternators, 
AGM batteries (4 x150 amps), plus 
LED navigation and exterior lights. 
The boat can also be fitted with 
embedded solar panels, a hydro-
generator and wind turbine, to 
keep batteries topped-up and fuel 
consumption down, in the interests 
of maximising on-board power 

efficiency and cruising independence.
Founded in 1976 and operated by 

the same team since its inception, 
Fountaine Pajot is the leading 
manufacturer of cruising catamarans 
and offers clients the security of 
being publicly listed on the NySE 
EURONEXT Alterext market.

In 2012, Multihull Solutions 
was internationally recognised 
with Fountaine Pajot’s prestigious 
“Worldwide Distributor of the year” 
award for the third consecutive year. 
The title acknowledges Multihull 
Solutions’ efforts in achieving the 
highest sales of Fountaine Pajot sail 
catamarans (and Trawler power 
catamarans) within the company’s 
global network of distributors, 
eclipsing the results of larger market 
regions including Europe, Asia and 
the United States. So, for Australia and 
New Zealand, the local market for the 
Hélia 44 and Fountaine Pajot is looking 
very much “a ray of light” indeed. 
www.multihullsolutions.com.au
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